### WorldCat Discovery Roadmap

**April-June 2023**

**Now you can:**
- Configure integration with Google Analytics 4
- Display additional bibliographic data for the following MARC fields: 026 (Fingerprint Identifier), 340 (Physical Medium), 545 (Biographical or Historical Data), and 585 (Exhibitions Note)
- Enable IP authentication ranges to show suppressed holdings (early adopter)*
- Suppress holdings to staff or local library (early adopter)*
- Access your library’s resources when the proxy service in WorldCat knowledge base is temporarily disabled
- Improve search query quality with highly accurate spelling suggestions (pilot)~

**You will be able to:**
- Set up alert updates for a specific search query (pilot)~
- Clearly 'Unselect' all databases in an Advanced Search database group
- Create custom translations for user sign-in
- View a cohesive discovery experience across modernized and legacy pages
- Surface open access content with proxy information in mixed access collections when settings in the WorldCat knowledge base are enabled
- Find WorldCat knowledge base titles that were previously only discoverable through the A to Z list
- Save multiple search results at once
- View hyphens in 65X subject fields for compound headings

**July 2023**

**You will be able to:**
- Access our new citations service with updated editions for existing supported styles
- Expand search results with locally preferred subjects
- Benefit from ongoing relevance enhancements

**August-September 2023**

**You will be able to:**
- Access our new citations service with updated editions for existing supported styles
- Expand search results with locally preferred subjects
- Benefit from ongoing relevance enhancements

**October-December 2023**

**You will be able to:**
- Access our new citations service with updated editions for existing supported styles
- Expand search results with locally preferred subjects
- Benefit from ongoing relevance enhancements

**January-March 2024**

**You will be able to:**
- Support native Arabic language search
- View licenses and terms of use for individual titles *

Read about the latest release [here.](#)

**DISCLAIMER:** The enhancements in this roadmap are subject to change without prior notice should circumstance require it.

* Requires WorldCat Discovery Premium or WMS

* WMS libraries only

---
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